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Abstract
Aim: Prescribing medication errors rates and consequences are not well studied in the Egyptian community
pharmacies. These errors may have clinically significant consequences and associated with serious adverse events.
Errors determination is difficult because prescriptions may not be available for review and patients often refill
the medications from different pharmacies. The Primary Objectives: (i) To assess and identify the rates and
categories of drug prescribing errors in the Egyptian community pharmacies and (ii) to detect the specialties
associated with high incidences of prescribing errors in the Egyptian community. By the end of this study, a
secondary objective was achieved as the students became able to implement the clinical pharmacy concepts in
the Egyptian community pharmacies. Materials and Methods: This was a retrospective study conducted on
different Egyptian community pharmacies over a period of 3 months. The prescriptions from different pharmacies
were collected and analyzed to detect the presence of any medication prescribing error. Results: This study was
conducted on a total of 810 prescriptions with a total number of 3262 medications. The total detected medication
prescribing errors were 19,405. Inappropriate medication use errors accounted for 9% of these errors. Drug
interactions (39%) were the most frequently identified error type in these errors followed by errors in dosing
frequency of administration (29%). Conclusion: Strategies should be developed to detect and limit these errors in
the Egyptian community. Training courses should be conducted to improve the prescribing skills of the physicians
and the pharmacists’ skills in medication prescribing errors detection.
Key words: Clinical pharmacy concepts, Egyptian community pharmacies, errors in medical specialties,
prescribing errors
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INTRODUCTION

edication
error
may
cause
inappropriate medication use and
patient’s harm[1] it may occur during
the prescribing stage and considered as a
prescribing error. It is considered as a major
problem that resulting in treatment’s failure,
antimicrobial’s resistance, adverse events, and
economic load on society and patients.[2] The
process of medication prescribing contains
more than one component that includes a
cognitive component, decision component,
and writing of the drug’s prescription.[3]
Prescribing error includes inappropriate drug
selection, incorrect doses, incorrect frequency
of administration, inaccurate intravenous drugs
“concentrations, incorrect administration”
rate, and wrong instructions for proper drug
administration.[4] The most common types of

prescribing errors detected in the Middle East countries
were incorrect doses, frequency of drug administration, and
strength.[5] There are many causes for medication errors;
physicians may be one of these causes. The normal physician
workflow starts from collecting, checking, documenting
patient information with high performance, and ending
up with discussing treatment options and giving patient
instructions about proper medication use.[6] Many medical
institutions and societies have contributed prescribing errors
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to inadvertence, ignorance, tiredness, passiveness, and lack
of experience of some physicians in addition to their desire
of not confessing these errors.[7] Poor performance may play
a role in medication prescribing errors; however, they are
not the only thing, and poor actions also can play a role.
Poor history taking, poor patient information collection,
illegible handwriting, and incomplete diagnoses are all poor
actions disturbing the normal workflow with increasing
incidence of medication error.[8] Patients having low health
literacy and older adults are the most susceptible kind of
people that actually have high rates of misunderstanding
medication instructions, poor adherence, and memory
issues. They cannot remember the other comedications
and the physicians’ instructions about medications and this
leading to serious adverse events.[9] Errors of prescribing
occur as a result of the high gap between the pharmacist
and the physician and the miscommunication between them
resulting in the appearance of the common prescribing
errors such as inappropriate drug, incorrect dose, allergies,
and drug interactions.[10] Lack of adequate resources access
to patient’s medical files and additional staff for supporting
the prescribing process are all contributions to errors in
medication patient prescribing, and they are threatening
the patient safety.[11] Drug-drug interactions are considered
as a major cause of medication errors. It results from a
combination of unawareness of drug-drug interactions and
the inappropriate use of reference resources, in addition to
polypharmacy and expanding indications for drug therapy
with lack of patient monitoring.[12] All of these factors and
due to lack of centralized patients’ files, if prescriptions are
given to a consumer, it is impossible to know whether or
not a prescription was dispensed, whether the proper drug
was supplied or administered. Hence, monitoring the drug’s
safety and efficacy will depend on the assumption that the
prescription was properly transcribed.[13] Many studies
aimed to report the rates of prescribing errors concluded
that at least one prescribing error was detected in 15–21%
of prescriptions.[14,15] Pharmacists were participated in the
clarification the physicians’ orders for patients and this was
documented by many other studies.[16,17] Another survey
aimed to report the quality of health care that provided to
patients concluded that 16% of patients recorded one error
and 2/3 of these patients were in outpatients setting.[18] The
majority of studies described the percentages of errors and
error categories but did not clarify the drugs presented or
the impact and severity of the errors, and the proportion of
asymptomatic errors with the potential for causing harm was
not reported. The incidence and importance of prescribing
medication errors in the Egyptian community pharmacies are
not well studied. These errors may have clinically significant
consequences and associated with serious adverse events so
the primary objectives of our study were (i) to assess and
identify the rates and types of medication prescribing errors
in the Egyptian community pharmacies and (ii) to detect the
specialties associated with high incidences of medication
prescribing errors in the Egyptian community. By the end
of this study, a secondary objective was achieved as the

students became able to implement the clinical pharmacy
concepts in the Egyptian community pharmacies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
Retrospective observational evaluation with descriptive cross
sectional design.
Setting
Egyptian community pharmacies.
Inclusion criteria
Any prescription for adults or elderly patients includes at
least three oral or intravenous medications form any medical
specialty.
Exclusion criteria
Any refill insurance prescription was excluded during data
analysis if the original records which include the patients’
demographic data were not available in the pharmacy.
Data collection and analysis
Prescriptions were collected from different Egyptian
community pharmacies in different cities; Cairo, Ismailia, and
Suez. The investigators were working in these pharmacies and
collected the prescriptions over a period of 3 months from
February 1 to April 30, 2017. All prescriptions were analyzed
to detect the presence of any medication prescribing error.
Classification of errors: The detected errors were
classified into
1.

2.

3.

Errors related to inappropriate medication use
Errors resulted from overdose, underdoes,
increased frequency of administration, decreased
frequency of administration, increased treatment
duration, decreased treatment duration, therapeutic
duplication, and drug interactions.
Errors related to missing information
Errors resulted from missing diagnosis, dose unit,
dose value, generic name of the drug, instructions for
drug use, route of drug administration, frequency of
drug administration, patient’s age, patient’s gender,
or date of prescription.
Illegible handwriting prescriptions
Medication error assessment methodology:
All prescriptions were evaluated to assess the
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correlation between the written diagnosis and the
prescribed medications based on the most updated
treatment guidelines. All doses, dosing frequencies,
route of administrations, treatment durations,
and therapeutic duplications were assessed using
Medscape drug information database and a double
check was done by the master on therapeutic drugs
which is an Egyptian drug information reference.
Study tool
Different drug information databases were used during the
study to detect any error related to inappropriate medication
use. A drug-drug interaction checker database was used to
detect the drug-drug interactions and classify them according
to their clinical significance.
Drug-drug interactions classification
A drug-drug interaction checker database of Medscape was
used to detect any drug-drug interaction. This database
classifies drug-drug interactions according to severity
into serious or life-threatening which requires specific
intervention, significant; because these interactions may
aggravate the patient’s medical status and necessitate
changing of one of the interacting drugs, minor which
associated with any change in the patient’s clinical condition
but did not necessitate changing of one of the interacting
drugs and contraindicated when both the interacting drugs
should not be given concurrently.
1. Serious drug interactions: Life-threatening drug
interactions and require medical intervention or change.
2. Significant drug interactions: That may harm the patients
and require drug therapy monitoring.
Medication errors classification according to
medical specialties
All detected errors were classified according to their medical
specialty into cardiovascular, endocrine, central nervous
system, gastrointestinal tract, urology, antimicrobial,
rheumatology, analgesics, and miscellaneous to detect the
incidence of medication errors in each medical specialty.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The incidence and importance of medication prescribing
errors in the Egyptian community pharmacies are not
well studied. These errors may be serious associated with
significant adverse events. The number of the medication
prescribing errors detected in this current study was 19,405.
A total of 810 prescriptions were included in the analysis
with a total number of 3262 medications collected from
different Egyptian community pharmacies. Prescribing

Table 1: Types of prescribing errors
Types
Errors related to missing information

n (%)
17319 (89%)

Errors related to inappropriate
medication use

1625 (9%)

Illegible handwriting

461 (2%)

error types are shown in Table 1. About 9% from the
detected prescribing errors had clinical significant. These
errors were reached to the patients and they may cause
harm or subtherapeutic effect on the treatment plans.
Errors related to inappropriate medication use and illegible
handwriting was 2086. About 11% of the total detected
errors. Comparison of our results with those obtained by
another three studies in different countries[19-21] shows
that this current study reported the highest average error
rate as their average error rates were 1.5, 3.5, and 7.6%,
respectively. This finding is most probably because this
current study included 20 errors-related parameters during
analysis, while the other studies examined less number of
prescribing errors-related parameters. Figure 1 shows the
different types of errors related to inappropriate medication
use and illegible handwriting. Dosing errors; overdoses and
drug administration with increased frequency or duration
may subject the patients to drugs’ toxicities while underdoes
and drug administration with decreased frequency or
duration may subject the patients to subtherapeutic drug
effects. The outcomes of these errors could not be detected
during this current study. Therapeutic duplication may also
lead to increase in the incidence or adverse drug reactions
or toxicities. The most frequently identified error type
was drug interactions (39%) of all the errors related to
inappropriate medication use, 4% of these interactions were
serious, and 35% were significant. Examples of serious
drug interactions detected in this study are sertraline and
buspirone, carbamazepine and clopidogrel, daclatasvir and
sofosbuvir, aspirin and perindopril, aspirin and lisinopril,
aspirin and captopril, carbamazepine and duloxetine,
and amlodipine and simvastatin. The ratio of serious to
significant drug interactions in this current study was 1:9
which was comparable to the results of another study[22]
which reported that the serious (8.5%) to significant drug
interactions (69%) ratio was 1:8. The rates of dosing and
frequency of administration errors were 3.4% and 29%,
respectively. About 1.8% of the dosing errors were overdoses
and 2.6% were underdoses. A higher rate of dosing errors
(53%) was detected by Al-Khani et al. (2014),[10] in another
retrospective study conducted to determine the factors
contributing to drug prescribing errors, this higher rate of
dosing errors occurred because they examined the types of
prescribing errors rates in very limited prescribing errorsrelated parameters. The second most commonly identified
error was detected in the frequency of dose administration
(29% of the total errors). About 19.5% of these errors were
due to the administration of drugs with less frequency and
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10% of these errors were due to administration of drugs
with more frequency. This rate of wrong frequency errors
was higher than the rate (5%) reported by Sada et al.[23],
because they included lower number of prescriptions (220)
compared to the prescriptions included in this current study
(810). The third most common medication error detected
was illegible handwriting (22%), Nanji et al. detected
a lower rate (1.2%).[24] Errors in treatment durations
were about 1% of the detected errors and this rate was
comparable to the results of Dibbi et al. who conducted
a retrospective study at the Hera General Hospital, Saudi
Arabia (2006), and detected a wrong duration rate of
0.7%.[19] The fourth most common type of error was errors
due to therapeutic duplication which resulted in 4.3% of
the total errors. This finding is consistent with the results
of de Las Mercedes who studied the types, rates, and main
reasons of errors in one pharmacy in Spain and reported a
therapeutic duplication rate of 3.6%.[25] Figure 2 shows the
errors related to missing information, all of the following
parameters were missed in some prescriptions: Diagnosis,
dose unit, dose value, generic name of the drug, instructions
for drug use, route of drug administration, frequency of
drug administration, patient’s age, patient’s gender, and
date of prescription. A total of 17,319 errors were related
to missing information, the most common prescription
error type was missing diagnosis (17%) followed by 13%
and 8% resulted from missing treatment durations and
dose values, respectively. These rates were comparable
to the missing information rates detected by Murray et
al.[26] The “Missing instructions for drug use” errors rate
was 9% which was lower than the rate (18.7%) detected
by Murray et al.[26] Figure 3 shows the rates of medication

errors in each medical specialty. All drugs were categorized
according to their medical specialty and the errors rates
were calculated. The following medical specialties were
associated with many prescribing errors: Cardiovascular,
endocrine, central nervous system, gastrointestinal (GIT),
urology, antimicrobial, rheumatology, and analgesics.
About 18% of the detected medication errors were due to
errors in prescribing cardiovascular medications followed
by 13% and 8% in GIT and antimicrobial medications,
respectively. These results were comparable with the
results of Samsiah et al., who concluded that the most
frequently recorded pharmacological classes associated
with medication errors are cardiovascular drugs (25.54%)
and antimicrobial drugs (17.2%).[27]

CONCLUSION
The findings of this current study concluded that medication
prescribing errors are very common and frequent within
the Egyptian community pharmacies. To achieve culture
of careful prescribing and minimize prescribing errors,
some changes in the work environment must take place.
Strategies and plans should be developed to detect and
limit these errors because they can increase the patients’
morbidities and mortalities in the Egyptian community.
Training courses should be conducted to improve the
prescribing skills of the physicians and the pharmacists’
skills about medication prescribing errors detection. In
addition, the patient awareness campaigns should be
organized for patients to educate them about the most
common errors detected in the study.

Figure 1: The different types of errors related to inappropriate medication use and illegible handwriting
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Figure 2: The different types of errors related to missing information

Figure 3: The rates of medication errors in each medical specialty
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